GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS
(RAILWAY BOARD)

No.2004/WI/RVNL/10

New Delhi dated 01.10.2015

The General Managers,
All Indian Railways.

Sub: RVNL Projects-Execution of yard remodeling works.

Railways have been advised to provide all assistance to RVNL for doubling and tripling railway projects. A copy of the Board’s letter No. 2006/WI/Genl./Targeted Works 06-07 dtd. 19.05.2006 in this connection is enclosed for information and necessary action.

DA/As above.

(Anjum Pervez)
Executive Director/Project Monitoring

Copy to:

(i) CAO/Cs, All Indian Railways for information.
(ii) CMD, Rail Vikas Nigam Ltd., 1st Floor, August Kranti Bhawan, Bhikaji Cama Place, New Delhi – 110066 for information.
No. 2006/WI/Genl./Targeted Works 06-07

The General Managers,
All Indian Railways.

Sub: RVNL Projects - Execution of yard remodeling works.

RVNL has been executing New Line, Gauge Conversion & Doubling works. Difficulties have been experienced wherever the work are being executed adjacent to the existing line and in station yards as safety of trains are involved which requires proper coordination amongst various departments at divisional/zonal level. The works being executed by RVNL are priority projects and any slippage is not desirable.

The matter has been carefully examined, Board (FC, ME, MT & ML) have decided that the Yard Remodeling works related to RVNL projects will henceforth be supervised and executed by the Railways. This includes signaling and telecom works in yards and various activities under NI working.

In order to properly plan the works, RVNL should draw up an MoU with the Railway clearly defining the activities to be done by RVNL and the Railway. The contracts for the works to be executed by the Railways may be finalized by either Railways or RVNL as agreed and the same may be brought out in the MoU. In both the cases i.e. contracts finalized either by Railway or RVNL, the supervision and execution of works in yards will be done by railways for which Railway may create / depute necessary staff / officers chargeable to RVNL project. The Railways can create the necessary work-charged establishment based on RVNL's yearly outlay for such works on that Railway.

In case of RVNL awarded contracts, the contract management will remain with RVNL and payment to the contractors for the works executed will be made by RVNL based on certification of the Railways.

Necessary action may be taken accordingly.

C/-

(P.K. Sanghi)
Executive Director/Works

(i) MD/RVNL for information and necessary action.
(ii) ED/Signal, Railway Board for kind information.